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ABSTRAQ.T 
An experimen~was conducted 1n an:attemp~to 
establisho a r.elat1on be:twe.en sea coal ac.tivi ty 1n 
a facing sand and the particle size o:r.· the sea coal 
added to the sand. It was felt that if. a sufficien~ 
difference 1n d1str.ibut1.on of volatiles was detea!-
ted,, a correlat~on bet~een pantia~e size and ac-
tivity of the sea coal wit~ the tea~ specimens 
might. be established·•· 
The J.ack of positive evidence to support such 
a re1at1onship is indicative that a variation 1n 
partic~e size does not promote volatile re~depos1tion 
within the range of part~o1e sizes investigated for 
the part1Clll.ar wei~t. per, cen~ of_ ~ea coal added-;.' .. 
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L. INTRODUC~ION-
~ .9..2.§.lis the name for any finely pulverized 
bituminous coal. The name has 1 ts origin 1n anci~nt. 
Anglo-Saxon. usage as applied to coal mined 1n sea 
aoast veins or first.brought to London by sea.- It 
has been used in the foundry industry for over 200 
years as an additive to the sand or as a. shake-on 
f.acing·.· As a sand additive~ it. may amount to as 
much as 8 per cent by weight.· A low-ash, .. low-sulfur. 
coal makes the best· sea coal'~' Typical proximate 
analyses show sea coal to contain 0.75 to 2.·25% water~-
. ' 
32.0 to 38.'0% volatiles~·: 50.0 to 58~0% fixed carbon, 
0.;70 to l.O% sul:f"ur, and 3.0 to 8~0% ash•· 
MOlten metal heats the coal, and the volatile 
fraction produc~s a reducing atmosphere which. most: 
1nvest1ga tors believe accounts for the excellent·. 
surface finish attainable with grey and malleable iron 
as well as steel ca.atingsi Moat toundrymen credit 
sea coal. with the ability to give amoother~ 1 c·leaner 
casting surfaces because or a reduction of burned-on 
sand. I.t;_ can also be shown that.:. sea. coal. retards 
thermal expansion, reduc~s contraction~' and slightly 
tinproves green strength·. and workabU1 tY:.· of. ~een sand~­
Sea ooa.l also tends to reduce .permeab1lit7 sharply·~,. 
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reduce hot strength and flowability, .and increase the 
amount of, water needed for temper.-. Because sea coal 
is a gas former and because most .. non-ferrous metals 
are gas absorbers,, the use of ... sea coal is not. practioa~ 
1n non-f.errous ~ound.I"y': operations. 
When sea coal burns at.the mold-metal interface a 
large volume of gas is generated. Some ~vestigators 
feel that this gas leaves the mold as a thin film 
between the mo1a· wall and metal 1nt·ert:ace. It has been 
known for many years that~moisture in close proximity to 
a hot mold waJ.l wil1 :f."orm steam~\ The steam travels 
through. interstices between sand grains away· from: the 
mold wall and recondenses in.a oooJ.er portion of: the 
mold mat:erial at a· greater. dbt'anll.e fr.om the hot· face. 
This increase 1n.moisture over average moisture content may 
be determined by, a sta.nd.ard loss .. of .. weight on heating: 
teat. 
In a previous investigation by Endres~4 ) it was 
postulated that the gas generated by destructive 
distillation: of the sea coal would travel b:ack through 
the mold material and recondense 1n a <rooler portion 1n 
a manner analogous to steam. The effect of varying 
moisture c.ontent' .. on this relocation and recondensation 
\'ras the object .of .. the study. No positive ev1denee of: 
~ relocation and recondensation was found. This was 
taken a.s tentative proof: that the volatiles passed 
through· the hot:·. :f'ace to escape. 
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The present work concerns itself with the effect 
o:f' varying the particie size of the sea coal on the 
distribution o~ volatiles ~ a mold wall after a 
casting cyol.e. W1 th moisture held 1n a range suf:f'1c1ent~ 
:f'or an adequate green compressive strength, a series 
of t·ests were made with varying sea coal particle 
size·. It. was felt:. that this study would be of value 
by adding· to a knowledge of. the overall behavior of. 
sea. coal fu a moldillg sand,, and 1n pa.rtiou.J.ar to the 
a~tion of the sea coal during the critical pouring and 
cooling·.· periods~" , 
4'. 
II •. REVIEW OF. LI~mRE. 
The preceding work of Endres<4 >· contains a large 
general literature 6QrVey dealing with all basic aspects 
ot sea coal ~ the foundry ~dustry. The presen~ dis-
cussion ~s lim1 ted to those factors effec:tirlg c.ertain 
parameters applied to the transportation of gas through 
the sand •. 
The permeability of a molding sand is the rate 1n 
cubic centimeters per minute at which air (or any gas)· 
will pass through sand under a standard condition of. 
pressure set at 10 g. per sq •. cm •. Heine and Rosenthal(S) 
state that coarser ~ands with greater void space have 
greater permeability than finer. sands., liner sand sizes 
show a very low permeability. ln addition to average 
grain size, the grain size distribution has a pronounced 
effect on permeability.. A sand with many tines and a 
wide range of particle sizes will have .low permeability 
when compared with one of the same average fineness but 
having only one size or a :tew sizes of. gra·ins present•, 
MOrrison(?) and Zirzow(l5) state that only small 
additions of. sea coal are needed to decrease permeability 
sharply •. This decrease they attribute to two things: 
(l))The tact that sea coal being very fine tends to clog 
up .pores between the sand grains and (2) ash accumulating 
from· re-ayoled sands being also quite fine tends to fill. 
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up voids and thus reduce permeability •. 
Schauss(l2 ) studied the effects of a variation of 
fineness of the sea coal on.permeability·and concluded 
that with. a constant~ 't"feight per cent of . nJ:L coal the 
permeability decreased almost linearly as ·t.~:J.·'l size of. 
the grains of sea. coal decreased.'. 
The effect.of.temperature on the permeability of 
a. sand to which sea coal was added has been studied by. 
Saunders and Saunders·~-~ll) They obtained a series o:r. 
permeability readings concurrent with the heating· of.' 
sea coal faa1.ng sands.- They found that.the permeability 
decreased signifi~antly in the tempenature range 150 -
2000 c,. depending on the per cent· ... of. sea c.oal present·~· 
They assumed that upon pouring,, the hot·~ metal would 
first dry out a thin skin of molding sand. The moisture~ 
which is turned into steam, passes through·the san~ and 
out, of the mold. After this moisture is expelled,, the 
sand,, becoming hotter~ decreases markedly 1n permeability•·· 
At the same time~·, the volatile matter starts to distill 
from the sea c·oal and the coal around the grains of sand 
swells~ The :interaction of swelling sea coal a.nd expanding .. 
sand grains decreases the permeability of. the sea. coal~ 
sand mixture to a low figure·~~. Saunders and Saunders also 
found· that room te.mperature permeability decreased markedly 
6. 
as the amount of. sea coal was increased.. These results 
seem: to be 1n ae;reement with those of Morrison a.nd 
Zirzow. 
Another factor affecting gas passage is the ex-
pansion and contraction of the sand mixture at elevated 
temperatures• Various investigations have been made 
into the nature of this phenomenon. In an experiment. 
conducted by Dietert and Valtier(3) it was found that 
sand without sea coal had an expansion of 0.016 inches 
per inch and a contraction of 0.013 inches per inch •.. 
The same sand to which; a. mixture· of' 12" sea coal had. 
been added had an expansion of only o.007 inches per 
inch:; and a oontrac.tion of o.oo6 inches per inch. The 
reduc:tion in: expansion and contraction was greatest 
when the sea coal add'itions went from a.o to 12.0%. 
Pelleg~ and Heine{S) have found that. fine grad._es of 
sea coal have a greater effect on expansion than coarse 
grades for the same length of time at 1500° F •. The finer 
the sea coal the lower the maximum expansion. 
Robert·s and Woodlif'f:(lO) have shown. that sea coal 
also ef:f:ects expansion and contraction of sand during 
the metal solidification cycle.' Two effects were brought 
to light by their study: (1) The ef~ectiveness of 
sea coal on minimizing expansion and contraction of sand 
grains increased with time after pouring •. (2) C.Oarser. 
7. 
grades of sea coal remain as activ.e expansion control 
elements for longer periods of time th&n do finer grades 
of sea coal. 
Although there has,,as yet,~not been off~red a 
definite theory as to how sea coal acts to reduce ex-
pansion:. and contraction of sand grains, it .. is generally 
believed that the sea coal acts as a buffer between 
the expansion of; the sand grains and the contraction 
or shrinkage ot the clay.· 
In· addition to penneab1l1ty, the other factor affecting 
gas passage is the nature ofrthe gas genera.ting·phen-
omena itself·~ What actually happens when the sea coal 
is subjected to the heat of molten·metal? Several. 
tb:eorier..a b.a.v.e been postulated'•'· A rathen complete and 
detailed explanatioruof what happens has been.presented 
by- Aptekar_.(:l), 
Aptekar states that upon introduction of: the molten 
iron~ there is the evolut1.on: of~ a large volume of steam 
from: the moisture in·. the sand.' The temperature in the 
sand rises rapidly above 840° F.' and the combined water 
of the elay and sea coal begin to come oft.: as the sea. 
coal beeomes pasty or semi-tJ.uid~. Up to this point~ 
there has as yet bee~no combustion• The lightest gases 
of: decomposition now appear together with t.he combined. 
moisture o:r.·the clay and the cond1t\1ons are suitable 
8 




HOH a. = co 
This gas ignites explosively at.the parting line and 
mold vents and accounts for the appearanc.e of the familiar 
blue flame of sea coal tl:'eated sand molds.'. 
Distillation proceeds quite rapidly now as does 
also the shrinkage of the clay between sand grains. 
The sea coal is now a frothy, swollen mass which flows: 
into the cracks formed as the surface of. the mold is de-
formed by: the tendency of the silica grains on the one 
hand to expand and the clay to shrink.'. The evolution 
of volatile combustible matter·:is now veey rapid. In 
permeable coarse sands,,a large amount of this volatile 
combustible matter actually is passed through,the sand. 
In fine sands the passage is so slow that a very large 
proportion is recondensed with only the mos1;~. volatile 
fractions being lost·:•; This would result 1n both cases 
in a decided increase in· the fixed c:arbon.in the sand. 
Aptekar goes on to state that~distillation proceeds 
to an equilibrium at the surface of: the mold, . the tarry' 
matter in~ the cracks or .. the clay and interstic.es between·. 
the sand. grains cokes•·· i'his exerts a bonding· aoti:C>n. 
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which prevents scabs and cuts. The continuation of 
,_ 
silica grain expansion. is now oi'!set; somewhat by the 
shrinkage of the coke which also acts ~sa binder •. This 
coking action does not. penetrate behind. the surface of 
:fine sands as much as in c:oarse sands. 
Another theory published by Zirzow ~ 1.3 ~ seems to 
agree quite well with that of Aptekar. Zirzow believe~ 
there are four complete reactions taking place at the 
mold-metal interface: 
1. Evaporation of. the tempering water 
2. Distillation of the volatile matter 
in the sea coal 
~ Formation of coal tar o~ viscous 
ingredients 
4. Formation of the coke 
Zirzow bases these conclusions on observations made 
of the mold during the pouring cycle and shortly there-
after. In observing the mold he states that a person 
first sees steam c-oming· of'f'. 1 then a blue flame caused 
by the burning of the water gas,, and finally,. dark gases 
which are evolved due to the distillation of the heavier 
hydrocarbons. 
An interesting: question which now arises is where 
do the heavier hydrocarbons go? Aptekar has stated that 
it is possible for them.to travel baok tqrough the mold 
material and. away from. the interface~. !1;·. seemins.: oon-
, 
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trad1ct1on of. this statement.is the opinion held by 
Reichert and Woolley~9) T.ney believe that the backing 
sand has a lower permea.bili ty than. the sand adjacent~ 
to the mold cav1 ty and the e:a:cape of gases through 
the mold material 1s considerablY." reduced·.· Frequently 
a back pressure is produced suff'1c1ent to cause blows 
in. the castmg;• 
III. EXPERIMENTAL vlOBX: 
A;. Preparation of ~ mixes~ 
Each batch of sand v-ra.s to contain, on a dry basis, 
8.0% of a given grade of sea c.oal~", T.;O% Southern ben-
tonite,: and 85.0% Wedron bone dry. and filtered pure 
Silica sand~' Approxim.a tely 300 gms. of each . mix was 
required to produc:e the standard test cylinder.used in 
the experiment~ Four cylinders or 1200 gms. of material' 
wouJ.d then be required for each grade of sea coal used:• 
.An additional 300 gms. of material was included as a 
factor of sa.tetr· •. The tC?ta.l weight then,, of material 
required to produae sufficient samples for any given 
grade ofc sea coal was 1500 gmso' However, this amount of 
material was inadequate for proper~homogenization in the 
foundry·laboratory's small Simpson mixer,: therefore the 
amount charged to the muller was doubled to 3000 gms·:· 
The work of: Endres< 4 ) has indicated that sea coal 
activity· is independent .of the moistur.e content of .. a 
sand-sea coal mix.' In. order: to gp.in some idea of. the 
range of~ moistur.e. content. nea.e.asary. to maintain a green 
compressiv.e strength· ad~qua.t:e to support ferro static:. 
pressure of the mol ten iron during pouring~ a series 
or· strength: v.s. moisture curves was made for each of the 
sand mixes containing· the five grades of sea coal'e' ·It: 
was found that bY':ma1nta1n1ng the m-oisture content 
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betvteen 2.0% - 2.6%, we were assured o·f_ having a G.C~S. 
o~.at least 16.0 p.s.i •. for all samples. It was de-
cided to ma~ta~ this moisture level close to 2.4% 
for all subsequent testing~. 
The dry ingredients were charged to the muller 
and mixed for two minutes; then a pre-calculated weight: 
of water was added and the batch mulled for an 
additional three minutes·: After mixing~. each batch 
was sealed ~a gallon glass jar until needed.- MOisture 
content of the mixes was checked with the aid of the 
MOisture Teller immediately prior to formation of the 
standard samples~: 
B. Preparation 2! standard samples• 
Standard specimens were made from each mix using· 
AFS standard sand ramming equipment!. To make a specimen, 
a quantit~ of. sand was rammed three times. Each ram 
consisted of a fourteen pound weight f.alling t"Vro inches 
and compressing the sand within a steel cylinder whose 
inside diameter was 2.ooou ~ 0.001 ·~~· Thus, the finished 
sample was a right circular cylinder with a diameter 
equal to that o~ the steel cylinder.· A spec~men was 
o.onsidered acceptable if the height of the specimen was 
2.00~ ~ 1/32'~~·. Eour specimens were made from each grade 
of.. sea coal'.' 
C. Preuaration of the sand.molds. ___ ........ ........,_ 
The molds ~to which the standard specimens were 
to be placed were made using the heap sand available ~ 
the foundry'.~. The pattern used ~ each .. mold was made o:t 
"Vtax formed by pouring mol ten pattern ~ra.x into the same 
cylinder used ~n making the standard specimens •. After 
the wax pattern was removed from the steel cylinder, 1~. 
was sectioned longitudinally. This produ~ed a spl~t 
pattern which facilitated ·the molding operation. This 
pattern produced a cavity,~ 1n the sand mold tlfO inches 1n 
diamet~r and four inches in. length. Photographs of the 
empty mold cavitY.. and the cavity conta1n1ng the stand-
ard specimen a.re shoi'm in. Fj_gure A and Figure B.· 
D.•. Pouring-~ molds. 
Twenty four molds were constructed fo~ the samples 
required 1n the experiment •. Twenty molds contained the 
standard t'.:lo-inch cylinders '\'Thile four molds held. 
additional three-inch samples of grades a and D-1/2 
sea coal. Because of .. limited space on the pouring line 
only four molds were constructed for any given pouring· 
cycle.· One such mold ready for pouring· is shown 1n 
Figure C.;'. About.l5 .. lbs~ of_ grey;· iron was used per cyo~e. 
The iron was mel ted in. a.n Ajax·. induction furnace and 




FIGURE A. MOLD CAVITY PRIOR TO INSERTION 
OF STANDARD SPECIMEN. 
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FIGURE B. MOLD CAVITY CONTAINING 
STANDARD TEST CYLINDER. 
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FIGURE C. SIN G L E M 0 L 0 0 N L I N E P R I 0 R T 0 
POURING. 
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Immediately before pouring, the mold was opened and 
.. 
the standard spec~en.was placed~ the cavity~ a hori-
zontal position at. that end of the cavity. opposite the 
gate. This arrangement alJ.owed the moJ.ten metal to 
flow into the mold cavity and lie against.one base of 
the standard specimen. Thus,,a specimen was heated on1y 
on. one end with a temperature gradient developing wit~ 
the specimen~ 
E. Testins !2£ volatile content. 
After the castings had cooled, each specimen was 
removed from the mold and sectioned longitudinally with 
a hacksaw blade~ One half of the sectioned sampJ.e was 
th~.used ·to test for the volatile content at speci:ti~ 
distances from the end against which the metal. had lain'. 
Samples were taken from the sectioned cylinder at 
d~stances of 1/8~~ 3/8~, 5/8~, 7/8~, 1-1/8~, 1-3/8",, and 
. . -
l-5/8" from the heated interface. They consisted of the 
powd..er removed from the saw outs and were collected on 
and stored in. separate pieaes of filter paper until needed 
for testing. Additional se~s of. samples were removed 
from C and D-1/2 grades for the purpose of (1) chec~ 
-innonsistences in data obtained 1n the first four sets 
o~ samples tor these gpa.des and (2) to see if volatiJ.es 
migpt possibly be redeposited at a distance greater than 
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2 1~ trom the heated surface of the specimens. The 
ceramic boats. used to contain the sea coal samples during 
~ing and heating were of. ung~azed porcelain. Figure D 
is a photograph of the sectioned specimen together \'lith 
the porcelain boats used in .. testing. 
In order to m1n1m1z~ any discrepancies that might. 
have arisen 1n weighing the f'ol.lowing· standard proc:edure 
was adopted: 
a.' The furnaca,·wbich consisted of a Zircon tube 
affixed· 1n a Hevi-Duty Electric multiple unit 
furnace,, was first brought.. to operating 
temperature of 950° C while ma.1ntain1ng a. flow 
of Argon gas through the tube. 
. . 
b. The boat was pla.a:ed 1il the hot zone of the 
furnac.e ( 950° C) for t:en minutes and then 
remov.ed to a cool zone (200° a) for four 
minutes.· 
c. The boat: v1as removed from the furnace and placed 
in a desic.aa.tor. When. the desic:aa.tor was filled 
with enough· boats to contain the samples from 
one test cylinder, they were weighed on a 
Metlar eleatri~balance and their weights re-
corded~' 
d.- The boats were loaded with.·the sea. coal. samples 
19 
FIGURE D. SECT ION EO SPE CUt EN TOGETHER 
WITH BOATS AND SAMPLES USED IN 
FURNACE. 
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and dried two hours at ~20° F •. After drying, 
they were again plac.ed in a. desiccator and then 
weighed on the electric balance. 
e. The boats with samples were placed 1n the hot 
zone of the turna.ce as in (b) and removed f'or 
weighing as in (a). 
Losses ~ weight were calculated for each sample 
and expressed as a per cent of' the original weight. A 
photograph of' the furnace set up is shown 1n Figure E. 
F. Testing ~ ~oases ~ ~ ~ volatile content. 
The testing described above was carried out on the 
. assumption that the weight loss corresponds to the vo~atile 
content.of the sand. However, there were reasons 
to believe that the loss of' other constituents in the 
sand may have added to the loss in weight. To determine 
the loss 1n weight due to constituents other than 
the sea coal, a batch was made without sea coal. 
The sand and clay in this batch were present in the same 
ratio as 1n the batches containing sea coal. 
Four samples from this additional mix were dried. 
1n the same manner as outlined previously. After drying,~ 
the samples were tested in the tube furnace. It was 
found that the loss in weight from these samples was 
fairly consistent and equal to 0.7.8% ot the weight of 
-
the sample. It is assumed that this loss is due to 
FIGURE E. FURNACE SET UP FOR 
DETERMINING SAMPLE VOLATILE CONTENT. 
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moisture not driven off during the drying period and 
to moisture which is chemically combined with the clay. 
The value of 0. 78% was then used as a c.orrection 
factor for the data obtained when testing for volatile 
content. It is believed that the oorreated weight loss 
is due only to a loss of volatiles in the sand sample. 
· The data for this determination are found 1n Table III 
on page 26. 
G. Testing ~ volatile content 2! ~ ~ ~· 
Four samples of each grade sea coal were tested for 
volatile content using the standard procedure. The 
average volatile content of each grade is listed in 
Tables IV and IVA on pages 27 and 28. The sea coal 
constituted 8.o% of each mix on a dry basis. It was 
calculated that the mixture of sand, clay, and sea coal 
contained 2.99% volatiles for grade C, 3.06% volatiles 
for grade A-1/4,,3.08% volatiles for grade D-l/2, 
3.15% volatiles for grade D, and 3.16% volatiles for 
grade B. 
. TABLE I. - CHEMICAL AND' SCREEN ANALYSES OF MABCO SEACOAL 
OHEMICAL ANALYSE[ 
(As Received) (Dry Basis) 
Volatile Matter 37 .• 6% 38.7% 
Fixed Carbon 56.6% 58.4% 
Ash 2.8% 2.9% 
Moisture 3.0% 
Sulphur o-.~-o%· o. 72%. 
SCREEN. ANALYSES. 
MESH- A-1/4 B o: D: D-1/2 
- - -
6~ o.-o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 
12 o.a o.o o.o o.o o.o 
20 6•!J 1.4 0.7 o.o o.o 
30 7.8 3.2 3.0 0.3 o.o 
40 12.1 10.1 9.0 5.3 0.2· 
50 13:.·6. 11.8 12.2 11.4 3.4 
70 14.7:' 14.9 15.3 ·15.2 14.7 
·.100 12.8 14.6 15.0 16:.0 17.3 
140 9.4 11.9 11.8 13.3 16.0 
200 6.0 8.0 8.0 9.6 11.5 
270 4.1 7.1 7.0 7.7 9.8 
Pan ~ :z.:z:.o 18.0 21.2 ~ 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1 • 
TABLE II_ - ·DATA AND RESULTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
AFS GRAIN .. FINEI.'iESS NUMBERS 
u.s. Mult.1pl1er Product Product Product. 
Series~ Ot Amount:. A-1/4 B c 
Equivalent: Retained on Grade Grade Grade 
No •. Each Screen 
6 3 o.o o.o 0.0 
12 5 4.0 o.o o.o 
20 10 64.0 14.0 70.0 
30 20 156.0 64.0 60.0 
40 30 363.0 303.0 270.0 
50 40 544.0 472.0 488.0 
70 50 735.0 745.0 765.0 
100 70 896.0 1022.0 1050.0 
140 100 940.0 1190.0 1180,0 
200::. 140 840.0 1120.0 1120.0 
2:70 200 820.0 1420.0 1400.0 
Pan 300 :2620.0 
9052.0 
~100.0 1 4so.o ~0.0 l03.0 
A.F.S. 
- 90.52 114.50 118.03 
-G~F.S. 
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TABLE IIA - DATA AND RESULTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
AFS GRAIN FINENESS NUMBERS 
u.s. Multiplier Produc.t Product 
Series Of Amount D D-1/2 
Equivalent Retained on Grade Grade 
No. Eaoh· Screen 
6 3 o.o 0.0 
12 5. o.o o.o 
20 10_ o.o o.o 
30 20 6.0 0.0 
40 30 159.0 3.0 
50 40 456.0 136.0 
70 50 760.0 735.0 
100 70 1120.0 1211.0 
140 100 1330.0 1600.0 
200 J.40 1344.0 1610.0 
270 200 1540.0 1960.0 










TABLE III - DATA AND BESULTS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF.., 
'"' . ... .. . .. 
WEIGHT LOSS NOT DUE TO THE VOLATILE CONTENT OF THE 
SEA COAL 
Or1ginaJ. Weight Final Weight Weight Loss Per Cent Loss 
. 
1.0394 gm. 1.0318 gm. 0.0076 gm. 0.731% 
0.7002 gm. 0.6949 gm. 0.0053 gm. 0.757'% 
0.4703 gm. 0.4664 gm. 0.0039 gm. 0.826% 
0.7607 gm. 0.7547 gm. 0.0060 gm. 0.792% 
Average Weight Loss = 0.78% 
• 1 • t ·r ~l. --: ~ 
2.1( 
TABLE IV - DATA .AND RESULTS FOR THE DETEEU-O:NATION OF THE 
VOLATILE CONTENT.OF THE SEA COAL 
A-1/4 GRIND 
Original Weight F1na~ Weight Weight L:>ss 
0.3182 gm. 0.1957 gm. 0.1225 gm. 
0.2989 gm. 0.1839 gm. 0.1150 gm. 
0.3226 gm. 0.1994 gm. 0.1232 gm. 
0.3303 gm. 0.2046 gm. 0.1257 gm. 
Average Volatile Content = 38.3% 
B GRIND - DUST. SUPPRESSED 
- -
Original Weight Fina~ Weight Weight' loss 
0.3413· gm. 0.2048 gm. 0.1365 gm. 
0.3620 gm. 0.2~93 gm. 0.1427 gm. 
0.3221 gm. 0.1953 gm. 0.1268 gm.· 
0.4204 gm. 0.2555 gm •. 0.1649 gm. 
Average Volatile Content = 39.5; 
C. GRIND 
-
Original Weight .. FinaJ. Weight;_, Weight loss 
0 • 3345.~ gm. 0.2106 gm. 0.1239 gm •. 
0.2914 gm. 0.~842 gm. 0 .1072 gm.;· 
0.3-289 gm. 0.2054: gm.' 0.1235" gm-.\ 
0.2352 gm~ 0.~459 gm. 0.0893 gm. 


















TABU: IVA - DA~A AND RESUL~S FOR THE DETERMIXAnON OF THE 
VOLA.ULE CONTENT. OF THE SEA COAL 
1! GRIND 
Original Weight: · Final Weight. Weight l.Dss 
0.4220 gm. 0.2563 gm. 0.1657 gm. 
0.3650 gm. 0.2204 gm. 0.1446 gm. 
o.46oo gm. 0.2811 gm. 0.1789 gm. 
0.6052 gm. 0.3702 gm. 0.2350 gm. 
Avexmge Vola.tile,Oont~t = 39•4% 
D-1/2 GRIND 
Original Weight Final Weight Weight IDss 
0.4012 gm.• 0.2480 gm. 0.1532 gm. 
0.4093 gm.. 0.2515 gm. 0.1578 gm. 
o.4130 sm~ 0.2535 gm. 0.1595 gm. 
0.4531 gm. 0.2780 gm. 0.1751 gm. 












IV •. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The data obta~ed from the laboratory work may 
be seen in 1ables V, VA, and VI on pages 37, 38, and 39~ 
The same data has been presented graphically in Figures 
1 through 7 and Figures 9. through 12 immediately 
following this discussion. Data. represented in Figure 
8 may be found in Tables I, II, and IIA on pages 23; 24, 
and 25. 
For ease of explanation, the experimental results 
are categorized under two topics. The first category 
concerns results dealing with the change in volatile 
content within each sample while the second topic deals 
with changing volatile content vs. particle size at a 
particular distance from the mold-metal interface. 
Figures l through 7 show how volatile content varied as 
a function of distance from the heated face of the test 
specimen while Figures 9 through 12 are indicative of 
the changes taking place within all the specimens between 
the hot face and 1-1/8'~ there from. 
It is quite evident that virtually all of the volatile 
matter 1n every sample has been driven"off in that zone 
which was 1/8" from the mold-metal interface~ This was 
expected as this zone was quite close to the liquid metal 
and was affected considerably by heat. 
Figures 1 through 7. show there is also a rather 
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large decrease in volatile content 3/8 11 from the hot 
!ace. The magnitude of this loss is not as great as at 
the 1/8 ·~ level which is understandable in light of the 
fact that the volatiles in this region a~e subject to 
leas heat from the casting •. 
At 5/8~ from the heated face all samples show 
a small or negligible loss of volatiles. 
It is evident from these same graphs that little 
or no volatiles were lost at distances 7/8u or greater 
from the hot face. 
Thus, it was concluded that the heat of the molten 
metal affected only those portions of the sample within 
5/8" of the hot face and that.the effect was slight on 
that portion not within 3/8n of the specimen-metal in-
.. ~ 
terface •. 
The data resulting in the graphs shown as Figures 
1 and 2 were obtained for two reasons: First, to see 
if there might possibly be a re-condensation of vol-
atiles in a portion ot the specimen greater than 2'~ 
from the hot-face and second, to check the wide variation 
in data obtained at those points 1-3/8~ and 1-5/8 11 from 
the hot face as shown iii Figures 5· and 7!. 
It is evident that there is no re-conqensation at 
points greater than 2n nor was there a significant 
inc·rease in. volatile content at those doubtful. points . 
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in Figures 5 and 7~ 
Besides ascertaining the ef'f,eots of heat on the 
volatilization process it was necessary to determine 
if any of the volatiles recondensed in the specimens. 
Examination of the data and graphs indicates little 
or no re-condensation of the volatile matter within the 
specimens. Little re-condensation was to be expected 
in those portions within 5/8" of the heated face as 
volatiles were being driven. oft in this section. 
Therefore, an examination of that portion of the 
specimens from 7 /8'~ to 1-5/8~ will be sufficient to 
determine whether or not there was any substantial 
amount of re-condensation taking place within the 
specimen. 
An examination of the graphs seems to indicate 
there is little reason to support the claim for. 
volatile re-condensation. Pro6f of this 
assumption is given by the fact that there are both 
positive and negative deviations from the theoretical 
average content for the given grade of sea coal. 
The second aspect ot the discussion is concerned 
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with the effect of particle size .itself on the vola-
tilization and re-condensation processes taking place 
. in the sand. 
Examination of the graphs indicates similar 
curves for all 5 grades of sea coal having neither a 
significant increase nor decrease i.n volatile content 
as a function of distance from the hot face. The 
volatile contents of zones from 5/8" to l-5/8u from 
the hot face all seem to lie in a region approximating 
the volatile content of the unheated sand irrespective 
of the grade of.sea coal used. 
To gain a better understanding of the effect that 
the grade of sea coal had on the volatilization process 
in. those zones from 3/8t' to 1-1/B'• it was decided to 
plot the volatile contents of these zones as a function 
of average particle s.ize of the sea coalin the sand• 
Several methods were available to obtain the 
particle size of the sea coal., The method chosen was 
that of the standard AFS grain fineness number. Th.is 
number corresponds to the u.s •. Series sieve number 
whose openings would just pass all. the grains of sea 
coal if all were the same size. The results of the 
calcula tiona are sho\m in Tables II and IIA.-
In order to obtain some idea as to the particle s~ze 
distribution with.in each grade of sea coal. as well as 
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a relation of particle size among the 5 grades, 
a plot was made of average particle size as measured 
by the grain fineness number vs. cumulative weight 
% of the sea coal retained. The plot is shown in 
Figure 8. An interesting feature of this plot is 
the close proximity of grades B and C -- so close 
in tact as to be hardly worth classifying as separate 
grades. 
Figures 9 through 12 show the relationship of 
particle size to volatile content at specific. dis-
tances from the hot face of.the sand mixture. In 
Figures 9 through 11 an attempt was made to develop 
a linear relationship betlveen volatile content and 
particle size. In so doing,:the method of least 
squares was used to determine the equation of the line 
which best represents the points. This equation was 
then used to plot the line shown on each graph. 
No line was drawn representing the points shown 
in Figure 12.. It was felt that . any line drawn through 
these points would be meaningless because of the 
sc.a.tter •. This scatter is itself a product of the 
complex nature of the reacti.on taking place 3/8'' from 
the hot face and in part.is attributable to distribution 
ot sand grains,, heat transfer,, moisture content, method 
of mold compaction,s and pouring temperature •. It should 
not be int·erpreted as meaning experimental data ob-
tained here is less valid than t~ose points obtained 
at greater distances from the interface• 
Two aspects of. the straight line relationship 
are worth noting: The position·. of. the line on the 
graph and the slope of the line. 
The position of.the line is indicative of the 
amount.of volatiles lost at the given distance on an 
average and .is a qualitative measure of the ~ff'e<~t. of 
.the heat on the sample at that·:. point. In general.• all 
, ot the volatiles were lost .l/8 11 from the bot f'aoe. At 
·' 
3/8 1~ n-o linear relationship was derived. At. 5/8" ~he 
av.erage vola tile content was about 2. 92%, while at 
7/8~, and 1-J./8 1~, the volatile content wa.~ 3/20% and 
. ~ 
2.91% respectively. As can. .. be seen. in· Figures 9 
through 11, this amounted to a slight loss at the 5/8" 
and l-l/8~levels and a slight gain. at the 7/8'~ level. 
The small positive and negative values ob-
tained for the slope of the lines are indicative of the 
'hct. that the particle size:. of~ the sea coal used has 
little effect on volatilization-~ in. these zones•· 
The recorded observations of. volatile content, like 
many other physical ob.servations, are subject to two 
types of error -- systematic: ~ random~' A systemat1c:: 
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error is one wh1cn varies 1n a regular manner with some 
particular parameter. An example would be the fractional 
error in volatile content .. as a function of retained 
moisture content. All samples were dried 1n like manner 
prior to firing for volatile content and as previously 
mentioned the recorded observation had a correction 
:1 
factor of ~.78% added to it to compensate f~r those 
losses not due to volatile content. This v&lue of 0.78 
is not an exact value, but is itself an average of tour 
readings as seen in Table III. This value and, of course, 
all values recorded would vary 1n a regular way. An 
increase would be noted with an increase 1n retained 
moisture following the drying operation while the 
opposite would hold for a decrease 1n moisture. 
To attenuate the effects of systematic errors the 
procedure outlined 1n the section on experimental work 
was adopted. It was felt that this particular constancy 
ot method would serve best to minimize descrepanoies in 
readings, particularly those caused by retained moisture 
1n both mold material and ceramic boats. 
Bec.ause of the uncertainty inherent 1n making the 
measurements, it was decided to establish confidence 
intervals for the averages of four readings taken at . 
different distances from the hot face. The·confidence 
intervals were determined to include the true mean value 
ot volatile content at a given interface distance 95% 
of the time. While it is not safe to assume the 
individual readings follow the normal distribution 
the averages of samples of size n (n=4) are approximately 
normallyj·distributed. 
At 2o"S< confidence interval was calculated as 
follows: For a given grade of sea coal let R = max. 
value - min. value for a set of 4 readings at a given 
.t 
- ~·rR distance from the hot face. Let R = ):\ where k varies 
from 1 to 6. Let 0'1 • E(R/d2) i.e., the expected value 
of (B/d2 )~ 16 ) From statistics~~ (the standard deviation 
0'' 
of the average values of volatile content) = ~r- where n = 4. 
, v~ 
cr Therefore cr~ = y. For a 95% confidence interval of the 
averages we desire ! 2o-'.i limits. 
From the data for Al/4 grade sea coal we find R to 
be 0.39 and 2 o-x to be 0.19. The upper and lower con-
fidence intervals at the 3/8u distance for an average x 
of 1:68 would then be 1.87 and 1.49% respectively. 
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TABLE V - RESULTS OF DETERMINATION OF VOLA~ILE CON~. 
WITHIN EACH . SAMPLE 
Distance From Interface 
In Eighths of an Inch· 
l 3 5 7i' 9 11 13 
Grade Per Cent Volatile Content 
A-l./4 o.o 1.75 2.91 3.68 2.86 3.02 2.85 
o.o 1.68 3.07 3.01 2.97 3.08 2.85 
o.o 1.25 3.01 2.96 2.96 3.09 2.90 
o.o 2.04 3.02 2.98 2.75 2.69 2.84 
o.o 0.96 2.85 3.07 2.77 2.72 2.95 
o.o 2.11 3.11 3.29 3.11 3.09 3.13 
o.o 1.55 2.73 3.14 2.58 2.94 2.92 
o.o 1.49 2.79 3.08 3.29 2.82 2.85 
a. o.o 2.12 2.77 2.80 2.94 3.00 2.87 
. o.o 1.73 2.54 2.71 2.81 2.78 2.85 
0.8 2.53 3.38 3 .• 38 3.04 3.64 3.50 
o.o 2.12 3.06 2.73 2.80 3.27 3.74 
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TABLE VA - RESULTS OF DETERMINATION OF VOLATILE CONTENT 
WITHIN EACH SAMPLE 
Distance From Interface 
In Eighths of .an Inch 
l 3 5 7 9 11 13 
Grade Per Cent Volat1le Content 
D o.o 1.16 2.66 2.86 3.01 3.07 3.32 
0.0 1.98 2.93 2.93 3.02 :;.11 2.99 
o.o 1.54 2.86 3.01 3.02 2.91 2.91 
o.o 1.46 2.78 2•86 2.82 2.94 3.04 
D-1/2. o.o 
..... "' .. f 
1.54 2.68 2.82 2.87 2.92 2.99 
o.o 1.89 2.79 2.94 2.99 3.08 3.23 
o.o 1.24 :;.J.6 3.oo 3.11 3.63 3.26 
o.o 1.89 2.88 2.92 2.99 3.21 3.16 
All values for per cent volatile content have been 
oorrected by subtracting 0.78~ from the original 
we1ghtt loss. 
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TABLE VI - RESULTS OF DET~UNATION OF VOLATILE CONTENT 
WITHIN TWO 3-INCH SAMPLES 
1 3 5 7 
Distance From lnter~ace 
In Eighths of an Inch 
9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
Grade Per Cent Volatile Content. 
c o.o 1.88 3.10 2.92 3.10 2.95 2.68 2.85 2.98 2.97 2.86 
o.o 1.90 3.20 3.00 2.90 2.94 3.00 3.10 2.90 2.85 2.95 
D-1/2 0.0 2.53 3.17·3.09 3.25 3.03 2.97. 2.96 3.13 2.91 3.01 
0.5 2.613.00 3.-10 2.96 3.10 3.19 3.20 3.17.3.02 2.99 
All values for per cent volatile content have been corrected 
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FIGURE Ft VE 
VARIATION IN VOLATILE CONTENT 
WITHIN A SAMPLE 
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FIGURE SIX 
VARIATION IN VOLA TILE CONTENT 
WITHIN A SAMPLE 
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FIGURE NINE 
VARIATION IN VOLATILE CONTENT 
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FIGURE TEN 
VAR lA Tl ON IN VOLA TILE CONTENT 
WITH PARTICLE SIZE 
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FIGURE ELEVEN 
VARIATION IN VOLATILE CONTENT 
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FIGURE TWELVE 
VARIATION IN VOLATILE CONTENT 
WITH PARTICLE SIZE 
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V. CON'CllTSIDNS 
Before the actual experimental work was begun no 
positiv.e assumptions ware made as to the ef:t'ect that a. 
variation in particle size might have on activity o:t' 
the sea aoal; It was felt that perhaps the agglomera-
tibn of finer sizes for the g1 van 8% by weight add"i tion 
might serve to decrease permeability more than did the 
larger sizes -- a aonjecXure borne out by the .f~ings 
of Sehauss~12 ) If this were the case,.and if the per-
. . 
meability of the sand containing the larger sizes was 
sufficiently great to allow gas transportation through 
the sand, then an 1ncr.ease 1n volatile content 1n those 
zones in which re-deposition occurred should be detectable. 
It~. was also :t'elt. that sea coal activity was 
pr1hc1pally a func.tion of the environment at the mold 
surface and. near sub-sur::tace;:: Environmental reactions 
taking place at the ~emperatures involved during pouring 
( 2500o-2100o F} would not be affected to any great ex-
tent by a meaha.nioal parameter such as particle size~· 
Althoug~ particle size distribution would have an effect 
1h this area~ it is felt that the chemical reactions 
taking place from the distillation of the ooal tend~ to 
overshadow c.ert'ain other factors dealing with the nature 
ot:.· g_as liberation·~: 
In light of the foregoing statements no definite 
assumptiOns as to the probable outcome of the experiment 
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were made. 
The eff.ect of_ particle size on re-condensation of.' 
vola tile o-.onsti tuents within the specimens can be de-
termined from the nature of the graphs. If there was 
any appreciable ef'feot of particle size on the amount 
of volatiles retained we would expeox a significant 
positive deviation from the band spread of. the different 
grades for those areas 7/8~ or greater from the inter-
-
race. That no such data were obtained is indicative 
of no appreciable condensation of volatiles in these 
areas. 
In those areas aff.ected by: the heat of the mol ten 
metal s;au or ctioser to the interface we would expec:t 
to find large posit~ve or negative slopes of the lines 
appronmating these points··;• The small positive and 
negative slopes o~ the lines actually attained are con-
clusive that·: condensation was not aft:"ected by particle 
size in this region; 
The variation of.data points obtained 3/8'~ from 
the inte~ace is indicative merely of the complexity of 
the variables affecting gas liberation in this region. 
The question now arises as to where the ~ases gen-
erated in the distillation proaess actually go? 
Reichert and Woolley(9) have stated that the combination 
- .. 
of decreased permeability in the backing sand and in-
creased permeability at the hot face produce a condition 
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which allows gas to leave the mold in. only one direction 
out along the mold-metal interface. Saunders and 
Saunders (ll) are of. a similar opinion. They also be-
lieve the carbon rich gases evolved from.the sea coal 
act as a cushion between the sand and the metal fiiling 
the mold·~· 
In light of these statements made in the literature 
and our experimental results it is felt.that the sea coal 
lowers permeability at all temperatures both in the facing 
and the backing sand•· FUrthermore~ for a given weight 
% of sea coal added~~- th~ particle size or particle size 
distribution of the sea coal has a slight effect o:q. 
permeability -- decr.r.easing the permeability as the fine-
ness number of .. the sea coal inc-reases. The hydrocarbons 
evolved from the coal leave the mold material as a thin 
film or gas. They are allowed to do so for a variety 
of_, reasons foremost of.~. which is the difference in per-
meability between the back"ing·sand and that material 1n 
contact with and 1n close proximity to the molten metal. 
Regardless of· the sea o:oal used this permeability will 
always be greater next to the casting'~~ 
The inv.estigation has thus served to shed additional 
light on the nature of. the reactions taking place when 
seat c:oal is used as an additive 1n facing sands,, and 
has added somewhat. to a knowledge of.C sand control';~ 
With regard to the use of re-cycled facing:· sands in 
which sea coal was used as an additive, 1 the foundry-
ma:n.c.an be sure that a buildup of carbonaceous mat-
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